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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Kyoux Deviantart (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****.Tristan Savant is a man on a mission. Tristan flies to San Francisco in pursuit of Issy Sweet. He
goes to Poseidon s Trident to ask Brawler Chef, Levi Devlin, for help in finding Issy. Meanwhile, Issy
opens a bakery with Ambrose Rune as her assistant patissier. Issy s new bakery is named Dolly s Tea
Party Bakery. Tristan plans to make Dolly s the number one bakery franchise in America to get
retribution on his father. Unlikely allies help Tristan on the path to true love. At Poseidon s Trident,
Tristan befriends Levi s fellow chefs - the bohemian, tattoo covered Derek Dearg, the gentle Goth,
Malakye Sterling, and the scarred, friendly giant, Garfield Mackenzie. With their help Tristan gains
the confidence he needs to go to Dolly s to confess his love to Issy. However, when he sees Hazel s
ghost he s overwhelmed by feelings of guilt and no longer able to confess. A haunting past that
must be overcome. In order to stay close to Issy, Tristan buys a truck and opens up...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of book is everything and helped me seeking forward and a lot more. We have go through and so i am confident that i will planning to read again
again later on. You will like just how the blogger create this ebook.
-- Lilla  Stehr-- Lilla  Stehr

Undoubtedly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. This can be for those who statte there was not a worthy of studying. I am delighted to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my very own daily life and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Per r y Reing er-- Per r y Reing er
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